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krypton. The KCPM’s Air Quality Index recently hit a high of 224.A few times each month, the Los Angeles
Kings’ mailing service tears open a large Ziploc bag containing a cardboard box of charcoal-colored hockey pucks,

wraps a piece of electrical tape around the top of the box and then tosses the content into a postage-paid mailing
envelope. Each puck is branded with the Kings’ logo, has the team’s numbers on one side and “Replay” on the

other and is printed with a small hologram sticker. A total of 625 pucks are placed in the box every time the Kings
play. For most of them, it’s the end of the game. The only way to replay a game is on the bench-side video board.
But once in a while, for about 15 minutes, the games are sent to a room in the bowels of the Staples Center that is
filled with smaller video boards. The room is known as the arena scoreboard, or “the casino box.” It is separated
from the main arena by a steel door with a locked padlock that goes to the NHL and a locked control box that

takes the money. The entire room is about 6 feet tall and about 6 feet wide and is essentially a viewing room for
the arena maintenance crew and members of the Lakers’ public-address staff. Nobody else is allowed in there. The
Kings’ pucks are in the room for 15 minutes, but often players don’t know what kind of room they have been sent
to. The room was established in 2000 after the team was sold in 1996 by the late Phil Aramayo, the former Kings

general manager, to current owner Henry Samueli, who is an Orange County businessman. The current Kings
G.M., Geoff Ward, does not believe his predecessors knew much about the casino box and its contents. But, from
time to time, Kings players experience special moments that will likely take them back to a 3-0, 18-shot, game-
winning goal with 1:56 left in the third period against the Edmonton Oilers on Nov. 5, 2010. In that game, for

example, Cam Fowler scored an unbelievable goal with only 13 seconds left in the third period, and the Kings won
3-1 in overtime. They are also the Kings’ official stadium
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